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The Dyslexic font
Please send any

feedback to my mail

info@Sarbasst.com

The core and goal of the
font is to stop the
movement of the text.

If you find anything disturbing
please mail me.



Copyrights
I Sarbasst Braian, hereby donate and release
Sarbasst's Tales 3 to the Public Domain.

Thus there are no copyrights or restrictions.

(You can use or do whatever you want with it,
modify, translate, build upon, sell, spread etc.)

My warm regards
SarSarbasst Braian
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The goal is to have a lot of material for schools to use
in their teachings. There are two ways to teach creativity
with these books. 1, make stories and fit them into the
pictures. 2, make a story based on a set of pictures.

Each book contains 3 versions.



www.sarbasst.com

Every book will be
donated to the public
domain. My hope is
to make a total of

600 books.

More books





Hi!



Hi Amy!



Hi Bam!





What‛s that?



I don‛t know.



Come on!
Let‛s take a look!



No.
I have studied it
from here.

It is BIG!



Hmmm



Hi there!
Hi Amy and Bam!



Hi May and Bob! Hi!





What are you doing?



We are looking at that sphere.





What is it?



Come, let‛s take a closer look!



No! It might be dangerous!



Hmm

Hmm



I know. Let‛s stay here a while
and just look at it!



Yes...That‛s what Bam has
been doing now for a
while before I got here.



Why don‛t we have a snack while we
are watching it?

I brought honey cakes.





Yes... That sounds like a good idea.
We don‛t want to rush into things,
just because they are exciting.



What could it be?



Hi!
Do you like my new home?
I named it the blue drop.

I painted it
yesterdy.



Ha
Ha

Ha



We hope you have a wonderful day

and a wonderful life!




















































































































